Model-based fault detection algorithms can be used to improve the reliability of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) while still satisfying their restrictive size, power, and weight requirements. However, the use of model-based algorithms introduces new failure modes that do not exist in physically redundant architectures. Hence a certification process is needed for such systems that incorporates analysis tools, high fidelity simulations, and flight test data. This paper focuses on one aspect of such a process: the use of flight test data to validate theoretical analysis results. Specifically, this validation is performed to assess the false alarm probability of a simple, model-based UAV fault detection system. This example highlights the main certification issues that arise due to limited flight data and stringent reliability requirements. In addition, the flight test data shows non-Gaussian statistical behavior that leads to some discrepancies with the analysis results. Further discussions are presented for this observed behavior.
I. Introduction
Safety-critical aerospace systems must be designed for extremely high levels of reliability. In addition, there is a need to certify the reliability of the system design with aviation authorities, e.g. the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) in the United States or the European Aviation Safety Agency. The system reliability and safety requirements for commercial flight control electronics are typically on the order of no more than 10 −9 catastrophic failures per flight hour. 1, 2 The aircraft industry uses designs that are based almost exclusively on physical redundancy, e.g. the Boeing 777 flight control system has multiple redundant computing processors, actuators, and sensors. 3, 4 In a physically redundant configuration, a failed component is detected by directly comparing the behavior of each redundant component. Hence, these schemes tend to detect faults accurately, and their performance is relatively straightforward to certify using fault trees.
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The Modernization and Reform Act of 2012 requires the FAA to integrate unmanned aircraft in the national airspace. In particular, Section 332 of HR658 requires the FAA to "provide for the safe integration of civil unmanned aircraft systems into the national airspace system as soon as practicable, but not later than September 30, 2015 ." This creates new design challenges as UAVs typically cannot afford the full payload associated with physically redundant architectures due to their more restrictive size, power, and weight requirements. One alternative to physical redundancy is model-based fault detection and isolation (FDI).
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Model-based methods would enable some physically redundant components to be replaced with model-based fault detection thus leading to a dramatic reduction in the system size, weight, and power consumption. There have already been some efforts to implement analytical redundancy on commercial manned aircraft, e.g. the oscillatory monitors on the Airbus A380. 10 These considerations also motivated the recent AddSafe project in Europe 11 to assess the suitability of more advanced fault detection and isolation (FDI) methods for manned commercial aircraft.
Model-based FDI is an important technology to enable safe integration of UAVs within the national airspace. However, analytically redundant systems must rigorously demonstrate the required levels of reliability to certification authorities before model-based FDI finds wide acceptance for UAV applications. The use of models introduces new failure modes that do not exist in physically redundant architectures, e.g. the system may fail due to incorrect detection of faults arising due to model uncertainty. Thus the standard approaches to assess the reliability of physically redundant architectures, e.g. fault trees, can not be directly applied for systems that use analytical redundancy. A certification process is needed that incorporates theoretical analyses, high fidelity nonlinear simulations, and flight tests. Flight tests are commonly used to assess the system-level design prior to aircraft entry into service. However, flight tests alone are insufficient to assess the reliability of a safety-critical systems because catastrophic failures are extremely rare events by design. Moreover, the flight data is typically limited due to cost and time constraints. It is important to complement flight test data with high fidelity simulations and theoretical analyses. One approach is to linearize the system at many different trim conditions within the flight envelope and validate the reliability of the FDI system at each trim condition using theoretical linear analysis tools. High fidelity Monte Carlo simulations can be performed to complement the linear analyses and investigate the performance during transient (non-trim) conditions. The high fidelity simulations and the linear analyses both assume certain underlying models for the aircraft dynamics, hardware failure modes and the environmental conditions. The limited flight data can be used to validate these assumptions and the results obtained by simulations and linear analyses. This approach is similar to the existing procedure to validate the robustness and performance of flight control laws.
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This paper focuses on the use of limited flight test data to validate the results of linear analyses of FDI performance. In particular, linear probabilistic analyses can provide estimates of key FDI performance metrics including false alarm and detection probabilities. This paper uses experimental flight test data to validate a theoretical false alarm analysis and discusses the gaps between theory and experiments. Section II describes the flight test experiment, sets up a simple parity equation fault detection system, and defines the false alarm and detection probability metrics for quantifying FDI performances. This section also describes the major issues in using flight test data to validate the linear analysis results. Section III reviews theoretical bounding methods for false alarm analyses of linear FDI systems and then introduces a framework to validate the linear analyses based on flight test data. Section IV applies the validation framework to the UAV FDI system introduced in Section II and provides both results and discussions. Gaps between the theoretical results and flight data including the heavy tail phenomenon are discussed.
II. Problem Formulation
This section formulates the validation problem. First, UAV flight test data is presented with and without simulated faults in the aileron and roll rate sensor. Next, a simple parity-equation based FDI algorithm is described to detect the roll rate or yaw rate sensor fault. The performance metrics for the FDI system are defined in terms of the false alarm and detection probabilities. A framework to validate the performance of the FDI design using theoretical analysis, nonlinear simulations and limited flight test data is proposed. This paper focuses on the use of flight test data to validate theoretical analyses.
A. Flight Test Experiment
The University of Minnesota (UMN) UAV Research Group 13 has developed several low-cost experimental platforms. The flight test experiment described in this paper is performed with an Ultra Stick 25e UAV (Figure 1 ). This UAV, referred to as Thor in the remainder of the paper, is a commercially available, fixedwing, radio-controlled aircraft. Thor has a wing span of 1.27m, mass of 1.9kg, cruise speed of 17m/s, and endurance of 15-20min. This aircraft is one of primary flight test vehicles operated by the UMN UAV research group and additional details on this research infrastructure can be found in survey papers. [14] [15] [16] There are two important aspects that deserve further comments. First, the research group supports open-source development with all design information and flight test data available online through the UMN UAV Research Group website:
13 www.uav.aem.umn.edu. Second, a high fidelity simulation model has been developed for Thor with an aerodynamic model derived using frequency domain system identification techniques based on flight test data.
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Figure 1. University of Minnesota Ultra Stick 25e UAV. Figure 2 shows experimental flight test results performed using Thor. The figure shows the response of the aircraft lateral dynamics (bank angle φ, roll rate p, yaw rate r) to a series of bank angle step commands for nominal (unfaulted) and faulted scenarios. The faulted flight test scenario consists of simulated aileron and roll rate faults. The aileron fault is an additive ramp starting at t = 7sec and increasing to a maximum fault value of 5deg at t = 20sec. The roll rate sensor fault is a step bias of −80 deg/sec injected at t = 12sec. The flight control computer operates at 50 Hz corresponding to a sampling time of 0.02 sec. Both flight tests used the baseline lateral controller developed by the UMN UAV research group.
14 This baseline lateral controller consists of yaw rate feedback to the rudder, roll rate feedback to the aileron, and an outer-loop bank angle tracking controller. The details of the baseline controller are included in the appendix. The baseline controller trimmed Thor near a trim condition so that the closed-loop system of the aircraft can be approximated as a linear system. The unfaulted flight test scenario was repeated 6 times and the faulted scenario was repeated 3 times. The flight test results for the faulted scenario indicate that the aileron ramp fault injected at t = 7sec has minimal impact due to the compensation by the baseline lateral controller. The roll rate sensor fault injected at t = 12sec is apparent in the second subplot of Figure 2 but it also has a small impact on the bank angle tracking performance. This is again due to the compensation by the baseline lateral controller. Although the baseline controller is robust to both injected faults it is still important to detect the failures.
The controller is robust to constant sensor faults in the sense that these faults do not affect stability or the steady-state tracking as long as the system could be approximated as linear systems at trim conditions. However, a sufficiently large fault could cause a large deviation from the trim condition so that the nonlinear dynamics may dominate the aircraft and even destabilize the closed-loop system. Moreover, the closed-loop system may not be robust to transients faults rather than constant bias faults. Due to the high risk it is difficult to perform flight test with the faults which could potentially destabilize the aircraft. The current faulted scenario fits the purpose of FDI research. Study on the current flight data provides insight into the fault detection problem with more complicated faults. The next subsection describes a simple closed-loop parity equation fault detection system to detect the roll rate or yaw rate sensor fault. Figure 3 shows a parity-equation fault detection scheme to detect the roll rate sensor fault discussed in the previous subsection. G θ denotes the monitored closed-loop system which includes the lateral/directional dynamics and the baseline lateral control system. This paper considers an analysis in discrete-time. Hence the subscript θ(k) ∈ {0, 1} denotes the status of the system at time k: θ(k) = 0 if the roll rate sensor is operational and θ(k) = 1 if a sensor fault has occurred. The closed-loop dynamics may also be uncertain as denoted in the figure by the linear fractional dependence on ∆. The input to the closed-loop system is the bank angle reference command, φ ref . The output of G θ , denoted y, refers to the roll rate p or yaw rate r. The measured output, y meas , includes the effects of sensor noise as well as any stochastic disturbances acting on the aircraft, e.g. wind gusts. The combined stochastic effects of sensor noise and disturbances can be modeled at the output of the closed-loop system through appropriate block diagram manipulation. Specifically, the stochastic effects are modeled with an additive output signal of a linear system M driven by an independent and identically distributed (IID) Gaussian process n. M will introduce time correlations into the noise process, n. The dashed box in Figure 3 represents the entire picture of the closed-loop lateral/directional dynamics control system including model uncertainty, stochastic disturbances, and fault. A parity equation fault detection scheme is used to monitor the status of G θ . The fault detection scheme is compromised of two parts: a filter that generates a residual carrying the information of the occurrence of the fault, and a decision function that generates a logic signal indicating the status of the monitored system. The residual, denoted e y , carries the information regarding the occurrence of the injected sensor fault. The residual is generated using the analytical (model-based) relationship between φ ref and y. Specifically, an estimate of y, denoted y model , is generated using the dynamic model of the closed-loop system. Comparing this estimate with the measured value, y meas gives the following residual:
B. Parity Equation Fault Detection System
y model is directly computed from φ ref and G model . G model is the nominal closed-loop model of Thor and is included in the appendix. The residuals computed from the flight data for both y = p and y = r are shown in Figure 4 . e r will not be able to detect the roll rate sensor fault while e p immediately indicates the onset of the roll-rate sensor fault at t = 12sec. Conversely, it is expected that faults in the yaw rate sensor would appear in e r but not in e p . The residual generator is typically designed in a way such that e y is small when θ(k) = 0, and large when a fault occurs. Based on e y , the decision logic generates a signal d(k) to indicate the status of G θ , i.e. d(k) = 1 if a fault has been detected and d(k) = 0 otherwise. There are many approaches for designing decision function logic, such as thresholding, statistical testing methods, and fuzzy logic. 8, 9 Our analysis focuses on constant thresholding:
A fault is declared when e y (k) exceeds the threshold T . Thresholding is widely used in industrial applications due to its simplicity. The restriction to constant thresholds can also be viewed as a steady-state approximation for time-varying thresholds. This paper focuses on the validation method rather than the fault detection system design itself. There are many more advanced fault detection techniques than the simple parity-equation approach described here. [7] [8] [9] The parity-equation approach described here is used to simplify the design. The focus of this paper is on certification issues and validation using flight test data. The validation approach described in this paper could also be used for more advanced fault detection designs.
C. Performance Metrics
Commercial aircrafts achieve high levels of reliability almost exclusively through the use of hardware redundancy. In a physically redundant configuration, a failed component is detected by directly comparing the behavior of each redundant component. Hence, these schemes tend to detect faults accurately, and their performance is relatively straightforward to certify using fault trees. 5, 6 In contrast, the use of model-based FDI schemes will introduce new failure modes associated with the imperfect detection capabilities of the model-based algorithm. These new failure modes must be considered in order to certify the performance of a system designed with a model-based FDI algorithm. As an example, the extended fault tree technique characterizes false alarms and missed detections as basic events that are incorporated into a fault tree.
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The extended fault tree technique ties the system level failure probabilities to the FDI detection performance as well as the hardware component failure rates. In this approach, the probability of false alarm and probability of missed detection connect to the system failure rate. Hence these two quantities are used as the probabilistic metrics for quantifying the performance of the FDI system. It is noted that missed detection probability could also be equivalently expressed in terms of a detection probability. The probabilities of false alarm and detection have been used in the literature on FDI, e.g. 8, 21 In this paper, the probability of detection is used in place of the probability of missed detection.
System level reliability requirements for aircraft are typically specified per hour, e.g. flight control systems certified by the FAA are required to have less than 10 −9 catastrophic failures per hour. 2 Thus it is reasonable to expect that such system level requirements would be decomposed into per-hour requirements on the fault detection false alarm and detection probability. The performance requirements are specified over a specified N -step window in discrete-time domain. This motivates the following definitions.
Definition 1 The probability of false alarm, denoted P F (N ), is defined as the conditional probability that
Definition 2 The probability of detection, denoted P D (N ), is defined as the conditional probability that
These two metrics can be connected back to a system level failure rate in a rigorous way using the law of total probability. 19, 20, 22 Given a specified sample rate the per-hour false alarm probability can be converted to the discrete-time window size N . For example, a system with a 50Hz sample rate has N = 1.8 × 10 5 samples per hour. The detection probability window size is typically much smaller. For example, a fault that is required to be detected within 1sec corresponds to a detection window of N = 50 for a system with a 50Hz sample rate. It is also important to note that the system dynamics and filters introduce time-correlations into the fault detection residuals. Thus it is not possible, in general, to accurately assess the FDI performance over N-step windows by using single frame probabilities. For example, if the probability of a false alarm in a single frame is given by P 0 then, due to the time correlations in the residual, the N -step false alarm probability will not be simply 1
It is important to include the effects of these time correlations in the analysis.
D. Certification
A certification process for UAV FDI systems should incorporate theoretical probabilistic analyses, high fidelity Monte Carlo simulations and flight test validation. These methods have complementary benefits and shortcomings that address the issues related to model fidelity and stringent reliability requirements. Flight tests provide the highest fidelity as they validate the system performance in the actual operating conditions. However, flight tests are typically limited because they are expensive and time consuming. High fidelity nonlinear simulations can be used to assess the system reliability over a larger set of conditions. In particular, the aircraft can operate at many different flight conditions and in different modes. Given the stringent reliability requirements it can be costly to perform simulation for all possible situations. Theoretical probabilistic analysis can be used to complement flight tests and high fidelity simulations. Theoretical analysis can be used to assess performance at many flight conditions but under more restrictive modeling assumptions. For example, the probabilities of false alarm and detection can be efficiently and accurately calculated when the fault detection system is described as a linear time invariant system driven by Gaussian noise (see Section III.A).
A basic framework to assess the FDI performance using analysis, simulations, and flight tests is as follows. First, linearize the aircraft dynamics at a trim condition in the flight envelope. Next, apply the linear analysis tools to rigorously assess the FDI performance at this trim condition under a variety of assumptions on the environmental conditions (e.g. wind gusts) and model uncertainty. This linear analysis can be repeated at a grid of trim operating conditions in the flight envelope. Next, high fidelity Monte Carlo simulations can be performed to complement the linear analyses. The Monte Carlo simulations and the linear analyses both assume certain underlying probability models for failure modes and environmental disturbances. Thus finally, flight test data can be used to validate these assumptions and the results obtained by simulations and linear analyses. The objective is to use the flight test data to validate the linear analyses for several different typical flight conditions. If the results match then this gives further confidence in the linear analyses performed for the remaining (non-flight tested) operating conditions. This certification approach is similar to the framework used to evaluate flight control laws.
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The remainder of the paper focuses on the use of flight test data to validate theoretical probabilistic analyses. For the flight test described in Section II.A, Thor was trimmed by the lateral directional controller and hence the entire closed-loop FDI system can be approximated by a linear time-invariant system driven by noise. Section III.A summarizes a theoretical method to compute the probability of false alarm P F (N ) for such systems. The theoretical analysis assumes the noise driving the linear time-invariant system is Gaussian and IID. The theoretical analysis also neglects the model uncertainty and the time-varying dynamics. Thus it is important to use flight test data to validate the strong assumptions that underly the linear theoretical analysis. It is also noted the fault detection residuals are correlated in time. Both the linear analysis and the flight test validation will address these time correlations. The main challenges of the validation are due to the limited flight data and the stringent reliability requirements. For example, for a system sampling at 50 HZ there are N = 1.8 × 10 5 samples per hour. Moreover, the fault detection system should be designed such that the false alarm probability P F (1.8 × 10 5 ) is very small. If P F (1.8 × 10 5 ) ≈ 0.01 then hour-long experiments should be run for at least 1000 times in order to draw statistically meaningful conclusions. In practice the costs and flight endurance limits prohibit such an extensive flight test campaign. For example, the endurance limit for Thor is approximately 20 minutes. This complicates the validation of the linear analyses. The goal of this paper is to find a reasonable validation framework to at least partially address these difficulties. The objective is to assess the quality of the linear analyses of false alarm probabilities within the constraints of limited flight data. The validation of linear analyses of probability of detection P D (N ) introduces additional difficulties that are discussed at the end of this paper.
III. Validation Approach
Section III.A summarizes a theoretical technique to bound the false alarm probability for linear time invariant systems driven by Gaussian noise. Next, the approach to validate the linear analyses using flight test data is described in Section III.B.
A. False Alarm Analysis of Linear FDI systems
Consider a discrete-time state-space system of the form:
Here, x(k) ∈ R h , n(k) ∈ R l , and e y (k) ∈ R with the state matrices (A, B, C, D) having compatible dimensions. n(k) is an IID Gaussian process with n(k) ∼ N (0, Σ). This is reasonable to model the fault detection system shown in Figure 3 if the nominal dynamics of the system (θ = 0 and ∆ = 0) are given by the model G model used in the parity equation. In this case all discrepancies between the measured and model-based outputs is lumped in the stochastic errors driven by n.
For false alarm analysis, it it reasonable to assume the stochastic system is in the steady state. In this case the residual e y (k) is a strictly stationary zero-mean Gaussian process.
Define E N = e y (1) e y (2) e y (3) · · · e y (N ) T as the vector of residuals over the N -step window and let Λ N denote the covariance matrix of E N . This covariance matrix can be computed as follows. First, the steady state covariance matrix Σ x of the random vector x(k) can be solved from the Lyapunov equation:
Σ x can be accurately and efficiently computed for given state-space data (A, B), e.g. using the Matlab function dlyap. 24 The covariance matrix of E N is then given by the following Toeplitz matrix:
The probability density function of the residual vector E N thus has the form:
Based on Definition 1, the probability of false alarm over the N -step window, P F (N ), can be expressed in terms of this density function. Specifically, this probability is given formally in terms of the residuals as
Using basic probability rules for mutually exclusive events, this can be expressed as
denote the probability of no false alarm over N steps and note that Q(N ) := 1 − P F (N ).
The main theoretical analysis result applied in this paper is the following theorem providing bounds on P F (N ) using product type inequalities: 25, 26 Theorem 1 Suppose e y is a stationary zero-mean Gaussian process and denote Q(0) := 1. Then:
where 1 ≤ k ≤ N and γ
(k)
N is decreasing in k. The important aspect of this result is that N is typically large for false alarm analysis and hence this makes it computationally intractable to directly evaluate P F (N ). Since γ (k) N for 1 ≤ k ≤ 3 only depends on low dimensional integrals Q(1), Q(2), and Q(3), this theorem bounds the false alarm probability also in terms of Q(1), Q(2), and Q(3). Q(1) is a one-dimensional Gaussian integral that can be accurately computed from the error function, e.g. erf in Matlab. Q(2) and Q(3) correspond to two and three dimensional Gaussian integrals, respectively. These integrals can also be efficiently computed to within machine (double) precision using the Matlab function mvncdf. 27 The sequence of bounds can be extended to include higher dimensional integrals (Q(k) for k ≥ 3) at the expense of additional computation. It can be proven under some technical assumptions that these bounds converge to P F (N ) 25, 28 and hence the bounds themselves can be used as estimates of P F (N ).
B. Validation of Linear Analysis
The linear analyses given in Theorem 1 provide theoretical bounds for the probability of false alarm. Flight tests can also be used to compute sample estimates of the false alarm probability. The sample estimates obtained from flight test data can be used to validate the theoretical bounds computed from linear analysis. However, accurate calculation of sample estimates require a large amount of flight test data. This places restrictions on the validation of P F (N ) for large values of N . For example, only 6 unfaulted data sets each of length 20seconds were performed on Thor. The system sample rate is 50Hz and hence the entire dataset consists of 50 × 20 × 6 = 6000 samples. Additional data can be collected but basic limits on flight data will always exist.
Given these limits, the flight data will be used to validate the linear analysis of P F (N ) for small N . If the theory and the flight data do not agree for small values of N then it is not likely that the linear analyses will be accurate for large N . For concreteness, the flight data will be used to validate the linear analyses for N = 5. To perform a linear analysis of P F (5), a stochastic model for the residuals is needed in the form provided in Equation 3. As discussed previously, Thor is trimmed during the flight test and the FDI system can be approximated as a linear system. It is assumed that the nominal dynamics of the closed-loop system (θ = 0 and ∆ = 0) are given by the model G model . In this case the residual generated by the simply parity-equation architecture in Figure 3 is simply given by the output of the model M driven by noise n. Thus the residuals e y are given in the form Equation 3 where the state-space system represents the dynamics of M . One set of experimental data is used to identify an autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model M whose output is the residual e y (k). The model selection is based on autocorrelation function (ACF) and partial autocorrelation (PACF) function. The model identification is performed using the function sarima in R studio, which is a commonly used software in statistics community. ARMA models are identified for both the roll rate (y = p) and yaw rate (y = r) outputs. Both ARMA models can be recast into an equivalent state space model described by Equation 3. The linear analyses can then be performed to estimate the probability P F (5) based on Equations 4, 5 and Theorem 1.
Since one set of experimental data is used to fit a stochastic model for the FDI residual, only 5 datasets remain for validation. This corresponds to a toal of 5000 time samples. The sample estimates of P F (5) are computed from the data as follows. First, the data is binned into 1000 groups and a Bernoulli random variable B(i) is assigned to each group for i = 1, 2, · · · , 1000. For the i th group of data, B(i) = 1 if the magnitude of at least one residual in the group exceeds the threshold T . Otherwise set B(i) = 0. To avoid time correlations, the results for odd bins are neglected, i.e. B(i) is only used for i even. This enables the application of the law of large numbers to estimate the true value of P F (5) based on the sample estimate P F (5). The final sampled estimate of P F (5) is given by
The sample estimate of P F (5) is compared with the results from the linear analysis to determine the accuracy of the linear analysis. It is noted that the use of 500 groups places a fundamental bound on the accuracy of the sample false alarm probability and for P F (5). In particular, a false alarm in no bin gives the sample estimate P F (5) ≈ 0 while a false alarm in a single group gives the estimate P F (5) ≈ 1 500 . Thus the resolution of the sample false alarm estimate is 1 500 and validation of the linear analysis can not be performed for false alarm probabilities below this level.
IV. Results and Discussions
This section applies the theoretical method discussed in Section III.A to assess the false alarm probability. The theoretical analysis is validated using the method described in Section III.B.
As described in Section II.A, there are a total of six unfaulted flight tests available for the validation of the false alarm analysis. Given the modeling assumptions in Section III.B, the residuals are generated by the stochastic system M which is driven by Gaussian noise n. One set of experimental flight data is used to fit ARMA models for FDI residuals. There are many techniques for identifying time-series models.
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The ARMA model identification is only briefly described since this step is not the main focus of the paper. Additional details of the model selection are included in the appendix. The ARMA models for the residuals e p and e r are identified using the basic procedure provided in Example 3.39 in Shumway's textbook. 29 First, the ACF and PACF provide qualitative information about the order of the ARMA model to fit. Next, the function sarima in R toolbox is used to fit ARMA model to FDI residuals. The ACF of the innovation term n and Ljung-box statistic p-value are used to check the independence of n. Moreover, a normal quantilequantile (Q-Q) plot is used to check the normality of the innovation term. Finally, Akaike's information criterion (AIC), Bayesian information criterion (BIC) and bias corrected AIC (AICc) are used to pick up the best ARMA models among all the candidates passing the diagnostics.
For the roll rate residual e p the final identified ARMA model is:
where n p (k) is an IID Gaussian process with n p (k) ∼ N (0, 
The driving noise for this state space system is the IID process n p defined above. Theorem 1 provides a sequence of bounds γ
5 on the false alarm probability over a five-step window, P F (5). The first three bounds γ (k = 1, 2, 3) are evaluated using the covariance matrix of the residual e p . This covariance matrix of the residual e p is computed using Equations 4 and 5. The sample estimate of P F (5) is computed from Equation  10 with the remained five sets of flight data. Figure 5 shows the sampled estimate of P F (5) and the theoretical estimates of P F (5) as functions of the threshold value T . The top subplot shows P F (5) on a log scale while the bottom subplot shows P F (5) on a linear scale. The third bound γ is bounded by γ
5 . But for larger threshold values, the sampled P F (5) exceeds the theoretical bound and shows heavy tail behavior. Further discussion of these results is given later in this section.
For the yaw rate residual e r the final identified ARMA model for the FDI residual is: 
The driving noise for this state space system is the IID process n r defined above. The sampled estimates and the theoretical bounds on P F (5) are shown in Figure 6 as functions of the threshold T . The top subplot again shows P F (5) on a log scale and the bottom subplot is shown on a linear scale. (2) Figure 6 . FAR P F (5) vs T for yaw rate residual er.
For both e p and e r the sampled estimates of P F (5) are bounded by the theoretical γ
5 for small thresholds T . For both cases, there exist non-Gaussian heavy tail behavior for larger thresholds. This heavy tail behavior is also expected based on the the normal Q-Q plot in Figure 8 which is included in the appendix. Comparing Figure 5 and 6, it appears that the theoretical bounds are more accurate for the yaw rate fault residual e r . This agrees with the normal Q-Q plots shown in Figure 8 which demonstrate that e r has a much better agreement with a Gaussian distribution than e p . The main cause of the heavy tail behavior could be the time varying nature of the system during aggressive bank angle maneuvers. These aggressive bank angle commands result in a non-constant variance of the driving noise process n. The sample ACF and PACF of the squared innovation series show correlations which is consistent with this hypothesis. The time-varying nature of the variance of e p is also observed in Figure 4 . It is possible that the linear analysis tools will only provide good estimates when the aircraft is not performing aggressive maneuvers. To verify this hypothesis, further flight tests will be performed in the future. In particular, the bank angle reference signal φ ref should be kept near 0 so that the UAV will remain near trim. The hypothesis will be confirmed if the variance of the residual remains time-invariant during these flight tests.
As mentioned before, the validation of the linear analyses can not be performed for false alarm probabilities below the resolution of the sampled false alarm probability. The current analysis only consists of 500 groups of flight data and hence this limits the resolution of the sampled false alarm probability to ≈ 1 500 . More flight data is required to validate the linear analysis for lower false alarm probabilities. Hence an important question is how to balance the trade-off between the resolution of validation approach and the costs of flight test experiments.
For future research, the central limit theorem can be a useful tool to rigorously analyze the resolution of the sampled false alarm probability. A typical procedure can be found in Chapter 1.1 of Rubino and Tuffin's textbook. 31 The difficulty here is due to the correlations of the sampled data. Proper justifications must be made to ensure the validity of the central limit theorem.
The experimental validation of the linear analyses of probability of detection requires repeatedly trimming the aircraft and injecting the faults. This operation is more difficult due to the transient nature of this kind of experiments. Future flight test should be designed to address this problem.
V. Conclusion
This paper discusses a process to certify a model-based fault detection system using theoretical analysis, nonlinear simulations and flight test data. The main focus of the paper is a method to use limited flight test data to validate theoretical, linear analyses of the false alarm probability. This validation approach is applied to a simple UAV fault detection system for sensor faults. The sampled false alarm probability and the theoretical bounds agree for small threshold values. However, the results diverge for larger thresholds. A possible cause of this non-Gaussian heavy tail behavior is the aggressive bank angle maneuvers used in the flight tests. Future research will include flight tests in trim conditions to confirm or deny this hypothesis.
Appendix

A. Closed-Loop Lateral/Directional System
This section provides the dynamic model of the closed-loop lateral directional system for completeness. A block diagram of this control system is shown in Figure 7 . AC lat/dir represents the lateral dynamics of the aircraft with inputs aileron (δ ail ) and rudder (δ rud ) deflections. The units of all the signals are included in the nomenclature section. The aircraft dynamics are linearized at 17m/sec and the linearized dynamics are described by the following five state model: 
The outputs used for feedback are bank angle (φ), roll rate (p), and yaw rate (r The control system has an inner/outer loop structure to achieve tracking of bank angle reference commands, φ ref . The inner-loop roll rate damper (K p ) uses proportional gain to reject disturbances in turbulent conditions:
An inner-loop yaw damper (K r ) applies a proportional gain to increase damping in the Dutch roll mode, and a washout filter to avoid an adverse yaw effect during turns:
Finally, an outer-loop proportional-integral controller (K φ ) is applied to track the bank angle reference command:
The closed-loop model from bank angle reference commands to roll and yaw rate outputs can be completely determined from the models for the aircraft, actuators and control laws. 
B. ARMA Model Selection
This section briefly summarizes the process to identify ARMA models for the roll rate and yaw rate residuals. First, the roll rate residual e p was computed as the difference between the roll rate measurement and the estimate response computed using the closed-loop model described in Appendix A. This residual is assumed to be entirely due to a stochastic system, denoted as M in Figure 3 , driven by an IID Gaussian noise process n. The sampled ACF and PACF of e p was used to identify an appropriate order for an ARMA model of M . The sampled PACF dropped off after a lag of 3 and this indicates the suitability of a ARMA model with AR order 3. Next, the function sarima in the R toolbox was used to fit the ARMA model to the residual e p . This function generates several diagnostic plots that can be used to assess the model. Finally, several criterion (e.g. AIC, BIC, and AICc) are used to pick up the best ARMA models among all the candidates passing the diagnostics. For the roll rate residual e p , the final selected model is the ARMA(3,2) process given in Equation 11. Overall the model fit was reasonable and several diagnostics were used to further evaluate the quality of this model. The ACF of the innovation term n p as well as the Ljung-box statistic both imply the independence of this innovation term. However, the Q-Q plot shown in the top subplot of Figure 8 shows a deviation of the data (circles) from the expected Gaussian distribution (solid line). This implies that the distribution of the innovation has a heavy tail. Similar steps were used to identify the model for the yaw rate residual. The result is the ARMA(2,1) process given in Equation 13. The ACF of the innovation term n r as well as the Ljung-box statistic again both imply the independence of this innovation term. In addition, the Q-Q plot shown in the bottom subplot of Figure 8 shows the innovation n r has a much better agreement with a Gaussian distribution except several outliers and does not have the strong heavy tail phenomenon observed with n p . Figure 8 . Normal Q-Q plots for innovation terms np and nr.
